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Abstract. This study investigates the incorporation of peer-to-peer (P2P) 
computing model into smartphone, and discusses its potential benefits for 
collaborative mobile users. The goal of this study is to establish a P2P 
computing environment for network-capable smartphone. Besides, in order to 
support the interoperability of smartphones and allow them to share information 
seamlessly, this study proposes a service oriented P2P framework, utilizing 
XML and SOAP as the underlying communication media. A prototyping 
system of the proposed system is implemented. Its implications and applications 
are also discussed. 

1 Introduction 

Smartphone is a mobile device with the voice communication capability of cellular 
phone and the PIM (Personal Information Management) functionality of PDA. Its 
slim foam factor enables it to be carried around easily and its computing power and 
PIM capability allow businessmen to continue their work while on the run. The 
proliferation of smartphone is a crucial component of the anticipated development of 
pervasive computing. Experts predict that for smartphones to emerge into the 
pervasive computing environment they must be ease of use and must provide practical 
solutions to people's everyday problems [l].The wireless communication technology 
has also advanced at an unprecedented speed. The bandwidth of WLAN has gone up 
from 802.11b IIM bps to 802.11a 55M bps and many PDAs have built-in 802.11b 
WLAN network card. Furthermore, from GSM to GPRS, and now WCDMA, the 
bandwidth of cellular network has risen up from 9.6 kbps to 2M bps. Smartphones, 
with right networking device and access points of Bluetooth, WLAN, and WCDMA 
networks, are able to connect to the network and interact with other computing 
devices anytime, anyplace. This creates a dynamic, decentralized, ubiquitous 
environment where smartphones are able to share services with nearby devices after 
they have been discovered and they have established relationships with smartphones 
[2]. 
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The goal of pervasive computing environment is to provide a dynamic, active 
space where a spectrum of smartphones can freely communicate with each other and 
share resources. Through the seamless integration of heterogeneous smartphones, new 
functionality can be created, user productivity can be enhanced, human thought and 
activity with digital information can be augmented, and the overall daily tasks can be 
simplified [3]. In short, pervasive computing aims to unobtrusively assist work or 
recreational activities with information technology that optimizes the environment for 
people's needs no matter they are at home, office, or public spaces [4]. The current 
state of the art of pervasive computing is still in its infant stage, facing issues of 
providing effective supports to enhance the resources sharing and collaborative work 
for smartphones. 

In addition to the advances on mobile devices and wireless networks, the increase 
in computing power and storage capability of computers has offered peer-to-peer 
distributed model a new application area. The widespread use of Napster and Gnutella 
[5] has caused Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing model to gain the attention of many 
researchers and companies alike. Most P2P researches focus on how to effectively 
lookup and utilize the resources in wired network or how to increase the performance 
of P2P model. However, issues regarding the interoperability of smartphones, the 
acquiring and sharing of services after being discovered, and the support of 
collaborative work after being connected in mobile network are not extensively 
researched. 

Fortunately, the emergence of Web services comes to rescue. Web services have 
been proposed by the W3C as the standard mechanisms for web applications to 
communicate and exchange information. The power of Web services comes from the 
interoperability and extensibility of XML. Through the standard programmatic 
interfaces, Web services can be combined in a loosely coupled way to achieve 
complex operations. Sophisticated value-added services can be delivered through the 
interaction of programs providing Web services [6,7]. This paper proposes a Web 
services based P2P collaborative framework to support the development of 
collaborative mobile applications for smarphones. By examining the architectural 
models of Web services and P2P, and the structural requirements of collaborative 
mobile applications, the proposed framework provides collaborative Web services and 
P2P facilities to allow smartphones to connect to each other dynamically and to share 
information seamlessly. 

2 Smartphones, P2P, and Web Services Model 

In post PC (Personal Computer) era, the trend of computing device moves towards 
small form-factor, light, and portable devices with faster processing speed and 
network connection ability. This is evident from the widespread use of diverse PDAs 
and lately smartphones. Figure 1 shows some of the most popular commercial 
smartphones and their features. 
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Model: 
OS: 
CPU: 
Mem: 
Screen: 
Net: 

MM: 

Palm Treo600 
Plam OS 5.2 

ARM 144 MHz 
32M + SD/MMC 
320 X 320 pixels 

CDMA,GRPS, Bluetooth 

EMS, MMS 

SonyEricsson P900 
Symbian EPOC 7.0 

ARM 156 MHz 
13M + SD 

208 X 320 pixels 
CDMA, GRPS, Bluetooth 

EMS, MMS 

Motorola MPx 
Mobile Windows 
ARM 200 MHz 

32M + SD/MMC 
240 X 320 pixels 
CDMA, GRPS, 
Bluetooth, WiFi 

EMS, MMS 

Fig. 1. Comparisons of three popular smartphones 

2.1 Smartphones 

The characterisitcs of smartphones making them ideal devices for collaborative 
mobile applications are: 
a. Network-ready: Most smartphones have at least one data communication chipset 

such as Bluetooth, GPRS or WCDMA. 
b. Mobility: With wireless network and smartphones, we are moving from an 

infrastructure of tethered computing and communications toward mobility. That 
is, smartphones enable us to work even when we are on the move. 

c. Multimedia: Smartphones are capable of recording/playing audio/video and 
playing mobile games in addition to the MMS. 

d. Virtuality: The software environment brought by smartphones is similar in 
functionality to their desktop counterpart to allow people to work whenever they 
desire and wherever they are. 

2.2 P2P Computing Model 

P2P was said to be the third network revolution since the invention of Mosaic Web 
browser. P2P is a communication model in which each party has the same capabilities 
and either party can initiate a communication session. In most cases, a node in P2P 
model can act both as a client and as a server depending on whether it acts as a 
requester or a servant. 

P2P can be implemented in hardware as the IBM's APPN (Advanced Peer-to-Peer 
Networking) that supporting the P2P communication model. Or it can be implemented 
as a software solution as the likes of Napster where a group of computer users with 
the same networking program connect with each other and directly access files from 
one another's hard drives. Contrasting to the P2P is the client/server model where a 
client makes a service request from a server which fulfills the request of a client. 
Typically, the server's computing power is far superior to the client. 

2.3 Web Services Model 

Nowadays, as more and more companies seek to conduct business over the Internet, 
the problem they face is how to make their applications work with those of their 
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customers and suppliers. With proprietary message format, companies can get their 
applications to talk to each other. However, as the number of applications goes up, the 
number of possible communication paths increase dramatically. One solution for this 
problem is to use middleware as the communication mediator but it does not scale 
well to large applications. 

Web services are applications that adopt a universal language to send data and 
instructions over the Internet to one another. The goal of Web services is to provide a 
flexible and cost-effective solution for enterprises conducting business on the Internet. 
Web services are open, distributed software components, and are built on top of the 
standards of XML, SOAP, WSDL (Web Services Description Language), and UDDI 
(Universal Description Discovery and Integration) [8,9]. Programmers can use their 
favorite programming language and operating system to describe and write Web 
services which can be invoked over the Web. Please see [10] for detailed descriptions 
of Web services. 

3 The Framework and Implementation 

To achieve the interoperability of mobile devices, this study proposes the Web 
services based service framework utilizing SOAP as the underlying message format to 
communicate with mobile devices of different platforms. 

Figure 2 shows the conceptual diagram of the proposed framework. Through the 
common interface of Web services module and the P2P mechanism, every mobile 
device can access the Web services offered by any locatable mobile device. This 
framework is particularly suitable for dynamic, ad hoc wireless network. But how 
does the Web services and P2P work in this environment? How does one mobile 
device know the status of the other in P2P way? To solve these problems, we design 
mechanisms which allow each mobile device to register its services. After a service 
provider has written and deployed its services, it registers them to the UDDI registry 
server, implemented as a SOAP server. Then, a service requester queries the SOAP 
directory server to see if there exists any service meeting its requirement. If there 
exists one, the SOAP server forwards the service provider's WSDL to the service 
requester to allow them to communicate with each other directly without the need of 
the SOAP server afterwards. This enables the P2P communication between the 
service requester and the service provider. Figure 3 shows the P2P communication 
process between two mobile devices. Notice that every mobile device can act as a 
client (service requester) or a server (service provider) depending on its role. 

The proposed framework has the following characteristics: 
• Web services: The services offered by a mobile device are encapsulated into Web 

services, facilitating a uniform communication path among peer mobile devices. 
• SOAP-based message: The delivery of message is based on SOAP. Thus, 

applications written in different programming languages and run on different 
operating systems can still communicate with each other to achieve the 
interoperability. 

• Service transparency: The location of a service provider is of no concern to a 
service requester since the binding between them occurs automatically. The 
selection of a service provider is done in server side and its selection criteria might 
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be distance or time, depending on the algorithm used by the server. 
Peer-to-Peer: Every mobile device is treated equally as a peer. Everyone has the 
ability to provide services for others and to use the services from others. This is 
important for mobile devices because (1) resources in every mobile device are 
scarce, and (2) performance of mobile devices can be maximized while the load of 
the server can be minimized. 
Ubiquitous service: Services might not exist when requested but the requester will 
be notified whenever they appear. This is achieved through UDDI. It eliminates 
the need of the service requester to continuously poll the server for the service. 
Extensible: The functionalities of applications can be extended by just adding new 
Web services modules and registering them onto the UDDI server. The 
programming effort is reduced since the database connection and P2P 
communication complexity are encapsulated in Web services modules, hidden 
from applications. 

Fig. 2. The conceptual diagram of the proposed framework 

Mobile Device A 

I Qient I Server I 

4. Call Mobile Device A 

S endM e ssage Web S em c e 

Netvi^oric 

3. Call Mobile Device B 
SendMessage Web Service 

[ CiientyServer [ 

Mobile Device B 

1. Regjster Service 

Fig. 3. The P2P communication process between two mobile devices 
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3.1 Layered Design 

The design of the proposed framework is based on layered architecture, as shown in 
Figure 4. In this approach, each layer supports certain functionality which is used by 
its immediate upper layer. 

The proposed framework consists of three layers. The system library layer consists 
of parsers for parsing XML, SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI messages. The P2P service 
layer is designed to facilitate the registration, indexing, advertisement, discovery, and 
notification of services of mobile devices. Collaborative mobile services and 
multimedia mobile services belong to the application services offered by mobile 
devices and are encapsulated into Web services. Examples of collaborative mobile 
services include file sharing, scheduling, instant messaging, and task arrangement. 
Multimedia mobile services include audio/video messaging, graphics drawing, and 
gaming. 

The advantages of this approach include: 
• Simplified design: By dividing functions to each layer, it is much easier to design 

and implement the framework since one only has to worry about implementing 
some functionalities for each layer. Besides, flaws are easier to track. 

• Adaptability: If a better algorithm is going to replace an old one in a certain layer, 
other layers will not be affected as long as interfaces between them stay the same. 

Web Services Layer 

Collaborative 
Mobile Services 

P2PS€ 

Advertisement 

jrv 

Multimedia 
Mobile Services 

ice Layer 

Notification | 

] 

Indexing | | Registry | | Discovery | 

XML 
parser 

System L 
SOAP 
parser 

!br ary Layer 
WSDL 
parser 

UDDIp 
arser 

Fig. 4. Layered design of the proposed framework 

3.2 Class Diagram 

Figure 5 shows the proposed framework's top level class diagram which is composed 
of seven classes: MoblntMsg (Mobile Instant Messaging), SrvSptWS (Service 
Support Web Services), MoblnfoShr (Mobile Information Sharing), MobGrpInfoMgt 
(Mobile Group Information Management), ContactWS (Contacts Web Service), 
TaskWS (Tasks Web Service), and ApptWS (Appointments Web Service)*. 

* Due to space limit, other classes are omitted here. 
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MoblntMsg 

^IPAddress 
i^Usemame 
i^GroupName 

'sendMessageQ 

^%endVoiceMessage() 
ÄgetVoiceMessageO 
l^sendDrawingMessageO 
I#getDrawingMessage() 
^setUserDataO 
^getUserDataO 
IfServiceQueryO 

^Service BindingO 
ÜDeviceStatusNotificationO 
I^DeviceDiscoveryO 
^XMLFileAccessO 

Contacts Web Service 

Con tac t s Data 

MSetContactsO 
Äe tCon tac ts () 
^XMLFileAccess () 

SrvSptWS 

1^'P Address 
^UserName 
^GroupName 

SregisterServiceO 
ÄetOnUneO 
SsetOffLineO 
^createGroupO 
J#joinGtDup() 
ÄexitGroupO 
adelet eGroupO 
PdevI ceStatusNct if icati on() 

iServiceQueryO 
iServiceBindingO 

^XMLFileAccessO 

MobGrplnfoMgt 

ÜIPAddress 
^ U s erName 
^GroupName 

^setContactsO 
SgetContacts() 
ÖsetTasksQ 
^getTasksQ 
"" etAppointmentsQ 

letAppointmentsQ 
ILFileAccessQ 

"T 

Tasks Web Service 

^taskData 

^SetTasksQ 
SGetTasksO 
^XMLFileAccessQ 

MoblnfoShr 

i^fileName 
•^filePath 
i^ipAddress 
.ifeus erName 

ÜsendFlleO 
tegetfileO 
ifsetFileSharinghfoO 
'""'getFlleSharinghfoO 

iXMLFIIeAccessQ 

Legends 

. service name 
- attribute 
• method 
-relationship 
aggregate 

Appointments Web 
Service 

appointmentData 

I^Set Appointm ents 0 
IjGetAppdntmentsO 

'XMLFIIeAccessO 

Fig. 5. Class diagram of Web services based P2P collaborative framework 

3.3 Implementation 

The proposed framework was implemented using Java programming languages. Two 
personal computers are setup as the UDDI register application server and SOAP 
application server. The UDDI register application server was implemented using 
IBM's UDDI service registry and the SOAP application server was built on top of 
Apache SOAP server. All Web services were implemented using Java and Sun 
Microsystems's J2EE SDK. Three Compaq iPAQ H3870 with D-Link 802.11b 
WLAN were used as test beds for smartphones. 
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3.3.1 XML Configuration and SOAP Message Format 

In order for the Web services based P2P collaborative framework for smartphones to 
work, there must be a mechanism for smartphones to know each other, to understand 
the capability of each other, and to communicate with each other. All devices related 
information is stored in a configuration file. Figure 6 shows an XML example of the 
status information of an iPAQ 3870 PDA with WLAN card. Other configuration files 
(not shown here) include user information, capability information, directory 
information, resource information, etc. 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<DeviceInfo> 

<DeviceName>iPAQ 3870</DeviceName> 
<OSInfo>PocketPC 2002</OSInfo> 
<DisplayCapability>64K Colors</ DisplayCapability 

> 
<CPUInfo>StrongARM</CPUInfo> 
<StoreageSpace>64MB</StoreageSpace> 
<ComputeCapability>206Mhz</ComputeCapability> 
<ElectricPo wer> 1400mAh</ElectricPower > 
<Connection>WLAN</Connection> 
<B andwidth> 11 Mbps</B and width> 

<!-
<!-
<!-
<!-
<!-
<!-
<!-
<!-
<!-
<!-

- device infor. -> 
- model --> 
- OS --> 
- screen —> 
- CPU --> 
- memory—> 
- computing power --> 
- electric power —> 
—network type --> 
- bandwidth --> 

Fig. 6. A device configuration expressed in XML 

3.3.2 SOAP Message Format 

Web services, based on the SOAP message, serve as the communication media. 
SOAP message is composed of Envelope, Header, and Body elements where Header 
and Body elements are the sub-elements of Envelope. Header contains the 
information of message arguments while Body contains remote methods definition 
and arguments. Figure 7 shows a file sharing SOAP message showing the device 
owner is Sam Chiang with IP 163.23.199.124 and its file directory information. 

<FileSharingInfo xmlns:m='urn:Foo'> 
<Owner ip=" 163.23.199.124" name="Sam Chiang7> 

<SharingInfo> 
<DIR name="\MY Documents"/> 
<FILE name="msg.wav" size="2522"/><nLE name="j531.jpg" size= 

<DIR name="\MyMusic"> 
<FILE name="Bon Jovi.mp3" size="66717> 

</DIR> 
</SharingInfo> 

</FileSharingInfo> 

'761957> 

Fig. 7. A file sharing SOAP message 
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4 A Collaborative Mobile Application Scenario 

As a concept proof of the proposed Web services based P2P collaborative framework, 
a collaborative mobile application for smartphones is built on top of the framework. 
The setup is as followings: one client running on top of iPAQ H3870 was 
implemented using eVB while another client running on another iPAQ H3870 was 
implemented using Java (using Jeode JVM). All servers are implemented by Java 
using Apache Tomcat, Sun Microsystems J2EE, and IBM's UDDI SDK. 

Figure 8 shows some interfaces of this collaborative application^ Figure 8a offers 
users and group management with functions of creating, adding, modifying, or 
deleting users or groups. Figure 8b shows a collaborative scheduling of a group of 
people. If there is no conflict among all people participated, then a new schedule is 
created and set. If there is a conflict, events are triggered to notify people with 
conflicting schedule. Figure 8c shows file sharing service which provides efficient file 
transfer with auto-reconnection and auto-retransmission. Figure 8d shows ink 
message service allowing people to communicate with each other using hand written 
script. Other services include answering machine service, real-time photo taking and 
transmitting service, Goolge search engine Web service, and so on. 

' "^CöltäBöFitlveXrTäng^PTocedüre -'" '•' M l S S ^ —Group 

Defaults 2: t [default 

SCM_Project 51 iC#:armigo 

III_Projectiil^#:A!ex 

=?,efresh 1 mm emm 
te^t^i^ ^A^ll IßB^^ 
| ß Alex 

P IBM 

m armigo 

m ,i,u, 

(a) 
j-Fiie Service j 

P Alex 
(+, ij^ \MY Documents 

I ß armigo 

F jj^ IJifipi^lllJ^ 
[•6 ' Test Pages 

i l j , Sample-ppc.ppg Si2e:26860 

: fS't Playlist.asx Stze:217 

'§' [BlueCard Printing.Ink Si2e;42 

• M\ FileTransfer.Ink Slze:45 

l^-I-: ;-r\;:L„lĵ ,,.;:;,.;,:,,,;:.,..,;; l i t : 
[ •. Refresh ; | [ ;'jGet File 

Query for: | [ | "Search"" 

J 
1 

s 

• j 

] 

1 

t ^ z m jplay basketball 

Tsf 9 | l0[ l l ; 12513'H-'15t 16! 

R^.tä^B! 
•-^^m^L 

(b) 
[•InkMessage Service j 

lAlex: 163,23.9.243 1 

Group loefault ^ Username 

\l~ 
^ 0 

L 

1 B 
Alex 
IBM 
armigo 
John 
Brian 
Ying 
Ivan 

}Z1 
|Reateime| | Send | [Clear | 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 8. Some interfaces of a collaborative application 

The snapshots of interfaces are taken from PocketPC simulator for clarity. 
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5 Conclusion 

Because of the rapid development of computer and Internet technologies, the trend 
towards the integration of wired network, wireless network, and mobile devices is 
inevitable. Smartphones, with right networking device and access points of Bluetooth, 
WLAN, and WCDMA networks, are able to connect to the network and interact with 
other computing devices anytime, anyplace. The authors envision interoperability 
among smartphones or mobile computing devices will be a critical issue of pervasive 
computing. 

By examining the architectural models of Web services and P2P, and the structural 
requirements of collaborative mobile applications, this study built a Web services 
based P2P collaborative framework providing collaborative Web services and P2P 
facilities to allow smartphones to connect to each other dynamically and to share 
information seamlessly. As a proof of concept, a collaborative application based on 
the proposed framework was built where two iPAQ H3870 clients implmented using 
Java and eVB were ablie to communicate and share information with each other 
through Web services and P2P. Future work includes incorporating the location 
information of mobile users to provide a location-aware collaborative P2P framework; 
providing support for audio/video streaming to enable a realtime video conferencing; 
adding support for J2ME platform which has been popular lately. 
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